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In this paper, a self adaptive real-coded genetic algorithm (SARGA) is implemented to solv
the economic dispatch (ED) problem with valve-point effects. The self adaptation is achieve
by means of tournament selection along with simulated binary crossover (SBX). The selectio
process has a power exploration capability by creating tournaments between two solutions
The better solution is chosen and placed in the mating pool leading to better convergenc
and reduced computational burden. The population diversity is introduced by making use o
distribution index in SBX operator to create a better offspring. The SARGA is applied t
solve ED problem with valve-point effects which has large number of local minima. Th
numerical results demonstrate that the proposed method can find a solution towards th
global optimum and compares favorably with other recent methods in terms of solutio
quality, handling constraints and computation time. 
 
KEYWORDS: Simulated binary crossover, polynomial mutation, economic dispatch and valve-point 
effects 
 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Economic dispatch problem is one of the fundamental issues in power system operation and 
control. The objective of ED problem of power generation is to schedule the committed 
generating units outputs so as to meet the required load demand at minimum operating cost 
while satisfying all the equality and inequality constraints [1]. The algorithms for the 
optimization of ED problems are gaining paramount importance in modern power system 
operation and control. In ED problems, the particular challenge is that an algorithm may be 
trapped in local optima of the objective function particularly when the number of 
generating units is large and there are numerous local optima [2]. In view of the nonlinear 
characteristics of the power generating units, there is a demand for techniques that do not 
have restrictions on the shape of the fuel-cost curves. Hence, new techniques capable of 
handling equality and inequality constraints leading to feasible operating region with non-
linear fuel cost characteristics are worth developing. Classical calculus based techniques 
fail to address this type of problems satisfactorily. A dynamic programming (DP) method 
for solving the ED problem with valve-point effects has been presented in [1] and [3]. 
However, the DP method may cause the dimensions of the ED problem to become 
extremely large, thus requiring enormous computation time. 
In order to make the numerical methods more convenient for solving the ED problem, 
evolutionary computation techniques, such as the Genetic Algorithms (GA) [1], [4], [5] and 
[6], Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) [7] and [8], Evolutionary Programming EP [9] and 
[10], Hopfield networks [11] have been successfully applied to solve the ED problems.  
It has been shown that real-coded GAs are suitable for large dimensional search spaces than 
binary-coded GAs since they are more consistent, precise and lead to faster convergence 
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[12] - [14]. Moreover, a binary GA requires the knowledge of bounds on parameter values 
bracketing the true optimal solution. A real-parameter GA does not demand this knowledge 
and can be used in problems where such information is not available. However, recent 
research has identified some deficiencies in the performance of real-coded GA which 
reduce its search capability [15]. In order to enhance the computational efficiency of GA, 
self adaptation feature is incorporated in the real-coded GAs using special crossover 
operators like SBX that creates offspring statistically located in proportion to difference of 
the parents in the search space.  This phenomenon has been introduced and successfully 
applied in various areas [15] and [16].  
The self adaptation in SARGA is achieved by means of tournament selection along with 
SBX. This selection process has a power exploration capability by creating tournaments 
between two solutions. The better solution is chosen and placed in the mating pool leading 
to better convergence and reduced computational burden. The SARGA integrates penalty 
parameterless constraint handling strategy and simultaneously handles both equality and 
inequality constraints. The population diversity is introduced by making use of distribution 
index in SBX operator to create a better offspring.  This leads to a high diversity in 
population which can increase the probability towards the global optimum and prevent 
premature convergence. In this paper, SARGA is implemented on ED problem with valve-
point effects. The performance of SARGA is validated for systems containing 40-
generating units. The computational results show that the proposed SARGA not only can 
find optimal or close-to-optimal solutions but also compares more favourably than that 
obtained by using the algorithms reported recently in the literature [2] and [10]. The 
simulation results show that SARGA integrated with penalty parameterless approach 
performs better than those of other methods, in terms of solution quality, handling 
constraints and computation time. 
Section 2 describes the formulation of the ED problem with valve-point effects, Section 3 
deals with self adaptive real-coded genetic algorithm, Section 4 deals with the 
implementation of SARGA for ED problem with valve-point effects, Section 5 deals with 
simulation results and discussion on test system and section 6, presents the conclusion. 
 
2. FORMULATION OF THE ED PROBLEM WITH VALVE-POINT EFFECTS 
The objective of ED problem is to find the optimal allocation of power generating units in 
order to minimize the total generation cost while satisfying equality and inequality 
constraints. In reality, the objective function of an ED problem has non-differential points 
according to valve-point effects. A generator with multi-valve steam turbine has a very 
different input-output curve compared with the smooth quadratic cost function. To model 
the effects of valve-points, a recurring rectified sinusoid term is added to the cost function. 
Accordingly, the objective is to minimize the fuel-cost function given by 

( )( )∑
=

−+++=
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i
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1
min,

2
cos sin   (1) 

where  tf cos    total generation cost in $, 

iii cba ,,  cost coefficients of the thi  generator, 

ii fe ,   cost coefficients of the thi generator with valve-point effects, 

ip   electrical output of the thi generator in MW, 

N   number of generating units 
subjected to the equality constraints  
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where  dp                   the total system demand in MW 
and the inequality constraints  

max,min, iii ppp ≤≤                                  (3) 

where min,ip and max,ip  the minimum and maximum outputs of the thi   generator in MW 
respectively. 
 
3. SELF ADAPTIVE REAL-CODED GENETIC ALGORITHM   
Self adaptation is a phenomenon which makes the genetic algorithms flexible and solves 
the ED problem with feasible operating region. SARGA involves two critical issues: 
evolutionary search direction and population diversity. As the evolutionary direction is 
effective in searching, the strong evolutionary direction can reduce the computational 
burden and increase the probability of rapidly finding an optimal solution. Moreover, 
increase in population diversity creates the genotype of the offspring that differs more from 
the parents. Accordingly, a highly diverse population can increase the probability of 
exploring the global optimum and prevent the premature convergence to a local optimum 
[15] and [16].  In the next section, implementation of SARGA to ED problem is presented.   
 
3.1   Generation of Initial Population 
In the SARGA, each chromosome is encoded as a vector of floating point numbers, with 
the same length as the vector of decision variables. The real coding representation is 
accurate and efficient because it is close to the real design search space and moreover, the 
string length is same as the number of decision variables. Here a vector ),...,,( 21 Nppp  

is a chromosome to represent a solution to the optimization problem. Initialization of M  
individual populations is generated using 

)( l
i

u
ii

l
ii pppp −+= α      (4) 

 where  l
ip and u

ip    the lower and upper limits  of ip   

            iα    uniformly distributed random number in the range 0 to 1. 

Repeat (4) N  times and produce the vector ( )Nppp ,...,, 21 . Repeat the said procedure 

M  times to create the M  uniformly distributed individuals as initial feasible solutions in 
the search space. The fitness of an individual is a measure of how close the solution is to 
the global optimum.  
 
3.2   Tournament Selection 
In this selection, tournaments are played between two parents randomly chosen from initial 
feasible solutions and a better parent is selected and placed in the mating pool. Two other 
parents are picked up again and another slot in the mating pool is filled with the better 
parent. In this manner, each parent can be made to participate in exactly two tournaments. 
The best parents in a population will win both times, thereby making two copies of them in 
the new population. Using this, worst parents will lose in both tournaments and will be 
eliminated from the population. In this way, any parent in a population will have zero, one 
or two copies in the new population. This leads to better convergence in terms of solution 
quality and computational time. 
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3.3   Generation of Offspring by SBX Crossover 
SBX crossover operator works with two-parent solutions and creates two offsprings based 
on the single-point crossover operation on binary strings. During this operation, common 
interval schemata between the parents are preserved in the offsprings. The procedure of 
computing the offsprings )1,1( +t

ip  and )1,2( +t
ip  from the parents ),1( t

ip  and ),2( t
ip  is 

described as follows: A spread factor siβ  is obtained as the ratio of the absolute difference 
in the offspring values to that of the parents: 

  
( ) ( )

( ) ( )t
i

t
i

t
i

t
i

si pp
pp

,1,2

1,11,2

−
−

=
++

β      (5) 

First, a random number iu  between 0 and 1 is created. Thereafter, from a specified 

probability distribution function, the ordinate qiβ  is found such that the area under the 

probability curve from 0 to qiβ  is equal to the chosen random number iu . The probability 
distribution used to create an offspring is derived so as to have a search power similar to 
that in a single-point crossover in binary-coded GAs and is given in [16] as follows: 
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  (6) 

In (6), a large value of the distribution index cη  gives a higher probability for creating 

offspring closer to parents and a smaller value of cη  creates offspring distant from the 

parents. Using (6), qiβ  is calculated by equating the area under the probability curve equal 

to iu  in [16] as follows: 
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After obtaining the value qiβ  from (7), the offsprings are calculated as follows: 
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )[ ]t

iqi
t

iqi
t

i ppp ,2,11,1 115.0 ββ −++=+                (8)
    

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )[ ]t
iqi

t
iqi

t
i ppp ,2,11,2 115.0 ββ ++−=+                (9) 

 
3.4   Polynomial Mutation 
The polynomial mutation is similar to the non-uniform mutation operator using polynomial 
probability distribution instead of a normal distribution. Here, the probability of creating an 
offspring closer to the parents is more than the probability of creating one away from it. As 
the generation t  proceeds, this probability of creating an offspring closer to the parents gets 
higher and higher, and the offsprings created are given as follows: 

  ( ) −

−+= i
l
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t
i pppy δ                (10) 
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where the parameter i

−

δ  is calculated from the polynomial probability distribution 

as  
( )
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In (11), mη  the mutation constant is any non-negative real number and ir is a random 

number between 0 and 1; mη  produces a perturbation of the order ( )1/ mη  in the 
normalized decision variable. For handling bounded decision variables, the mutation 
operator is modified for two regions i.e., ],[ i

l
i pp  and ],[ u

ii pp , which is similar to non-
uniform mutation. The shape of the probability distribution is directly controlled by an 
external parameter mη  and the distribution is not dynamically changed with generations. 
This leads to slight perturbation and prevents the individuals from premature convergence. 
 
3.5   Stopping Criteria 
The algorithm stops when the specified maximum number of generations is reached or it 
terminates early depending on the unsuccessful generation of the algorithm. Two rules for 
terminating the progress of the unsuccessful generations of the algorithm are used: (i) the 
best solution not changing for a specified interval of generations (ii) otherwise, the 
algorithm stops if the termination condition given below is satisfied: 

   001.0
cos,

1,cos,cos ≤
− −

t

tttt

f

ff
      (12) 

where ttf ,cos    feasible solutions at the tht  generation  

        1,cos −ttf   feasible solutions at the ( )tht 1−  generation. 
 
3.6   Penalty Parameterless Constraint Handling Strategy 
A key factor in applying SARGA to an ED problem is how the algorithm handles the 
constraints relating to the problem. Over the last decades, several methods have been 
proposed to handle constraints in evolutionary algorithms [17] and [18].  
In penalty parameter based method, an external penalty parameter which penalizes 
infeasible solutions is used. The optimal solution )(cos it pF  depends on penalty parameter. 
Users usually have to try different values of the penalty parameter to find which value 
would steer the search towards the feasible region. The most difficult aspect of the penalty 
function approach is to find appropriate penalty parameters needed to guide the search 
towards the optimal solution. This requires extensive experimentation to find any 
reasonable solution. Hence, GA’s population–based approach and its ability to make pair-
wise comparison in tournament selection are exploited to devise a penalty function 
approach that does not require any penalty parameter and such an approach is incorporated 
in the proposed SARGA:   
                      )()( coscos itit pfpF = ,                       if ip  is feasible;         (13a) 

     ∑∑
==

++=
Q

q
iq

S

s
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11
max,cos )()( , otherwise              (13b) 
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In (13b), max,cos tf  is the objective function value of the worst feasible solution in the 
population; S and Q are the total number of inequality and equality constraints 
respectively; )( is pg and )( iq pZ are inequality and equality constraints. In (13b), the 

bracket-operator  denotes the absolute value of the operand, if the operand is negative. 
If the operand is non-negative, it returns a value of zero. Since different constraints may 
take different orders of magnitude, it is essential to normalize all constraints before using 
the above equation. The fundamental difference between this approach and that using the 
penalty parameter is that the objective function value is not computed for any infeasible 
solution. Since all feasible solutions have zero constraint violations and all infeasible 
solutions are evaluated according to their constraint violations only, both objective function 
value and constraint violation are not combined in any solution in the population. Thus, 
there is no need to have any penalty parameter for this approach. The SARGA with this 
constraint handling approach is implemented on ED problems. 
 
4. IMPLEMENTATION OF SARGA TO ED PROBLEM 
The real-coded genetic algorithm combines the SBX along with the tournament selection. 
This systematic reasoning ability is used to select the better genes for crossover. Moreover, 
the polynomial mutation is implemented using polynomial probability distribution instead 
of a normal distribution. This will create offsprings closer to parents and consequently 
enhance the real-coded genetic algorithm. The steps of the SARGA approach are depicted 
in Figure 1 and are described as follows:  
Step 1 Parameter setting. 
 Input: population size M , crossover rate cp , SBX crossover constant cη , mutation rate 

mp  and mutation constant mη . 
Step 2 Initial population is generated. The function values of the population are then   
calculated using  tf cos . 
Step 3 Tournament selection operation is performed. 
Step 4 Crossover operations using simulated binary crossover. The probability of  crossover 
is determined  by            crossover rate cp . 
Step 5 Mutation operations using polynomial mutation. The probability of mutation is  
determined by mutation  
            rate mp . 
Step 6 Offspring population is generated. 
Step 7 Sort the fitness values in increasing order among the generated population. 
Step 8 Select the better M chromosomes as parents of the next generations. 
Step 9 Check for the stopping criteria. 
Step 10 Display the optimal chromosome and the optimal fitness value. 
 
5 Simulation Results and Discussion 
This section presents the simulation results of chosen test system with focus on the 
comparison of  SARGA with classical evolutionary programming (CEP), fast evolutionary 
programming (FEP), improved evolutionary programming (IEP) [10], PSO [7] and [8], 
hybrid EP with sequential quadratic programming (HEP-SQP), hybrid PSO with SQP 
(HPSO-SQP) and chaotic sequence of differential evolution with SQP (DEC-SQP) [2].  All 
these methods are coded in MATLAB and executed using a Pentium IV based PC as the 
test platform. To verify the performance of the SARGA, the program is run hundred times 
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Displaying the optimal  
chromosome 

END 

Tournament selection 

Simulated binary crossover operation 

Polynomial mutation  
operation 

Offspring population generation 

Sorting of fitness values in increasing 
order 

Selection of better chromosomes as 
parents for next generation 

START 

Initialization 

Stopping criterion? 

 Yes
No 

on the test systems. The resulting fuel costs and the execution times are used to compare the 
performance of the SARGA with those of other methods.   
 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig.1 Flowchart for implementation of SARGA 
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5.1   Parameter Determination Strategy 
In order to get more insights into the working of SARGA, the influence of the evolutionary 
parameters on the performance of SARGA is brought out for the smaller test system 
consisting of 3-generating units to save computation time and simplicity. The 3-generating 
unit test system data is shown in Table 1. Here total demand in the system is 850MW.  

Table 1 Test system data for 3-generating units with valve-point effects 
Units a  b  c  e  f  minp  maxp  

1 561 7.92 0.001562 300 0.0315 100 600 
2 78 7.97 0.004820 150 0.0630 50 200 
3 310 7.85 0.001940 200 0.0420 100 400 

 
The influence of cη  and mη on the chosen test system is shown in Table 2. For 5=cη  

and 1=mη the solution exhibits better results in terms of standard deviation, mean 

solution, worst solution and minimum  solution. Moreover, out of 100 trials for cη =5 and 

1=mη the solution hits towards global optimal solution 72 times. Therefore, 5=cη  and 

1=mη  are selected for subsequent simulation studies. 

Table 2 Influence of  cη  and mη  in SARGA for ED problem 

9.0=cp , 01.0=mp , mη =1 
Population size 100 

cη =1 cη =2 cη =3 cη =5 cη =10 cη =15 
Best solution 8234.07 8234.07 8236.07 8234.07 8242.09 8241.81 

Worst solution 8505.13 8457.64 8503.44 8408.52 8651.10 8677.32 
Mean solution 8340.58 8303.29 8318.75 8298.21 8388.72 8393.21 

Standard deviation 59.41 60.15 66.08 48.35 77.27 83.47 
No. of hits to global 

minimum 54 59 52 72 20 19 

 
5.2 Simulation Results  
The input data for the chosen 40-generator system is shown in Table 3. The total demand 
for the system is set to 10500 MW.  

Table 3 Test system data for 40-generating units with valve-point effects 
Units a  b  c  e  f  minp  maxp  

1  94.705 6.73 0.00690 100 0.084 36 114 
2  94.705 6.73 0.00690 100 0.084 36 114 
3  309.54 7.07 0.02028 100 0.084 60 120 
4  369.03 8.18 0.00942 150 0.063 80 190 
5  148.89 5.35 0.01140 120 0.077 47 97 
6  222.33 8.05 0.01142 100 0.084 68 140 
7  287.71 8.03 0.00357 200 0.042 110 300 
8  391.98 6.99 0.00492 200 0.042 135 300 
9  455.76 6.60 0.00573 200 0.042 135 300 
10  722.82 12.9 0.00605 200 0.042 130 300 
11  635.50 12.9 0.00515 200 0.042 94 375 
12  654.69 12.8 0.00569 200 0.042 94 375 
13  913.40 12.5 0.00421 300 0.035 125 500 
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14  1760.4 8.84 0.00752 300 0.035 125 500 
15  1728.3 9.15 0.00708 300 0.035 125 500 
16  1728.3 9.15 0.00708 300 0.035 125 500 
17  647.85 7.97 0.00313 300 0.035 220 500 
18  649.69 7.95 0.00313 300 0.035 220 500 
19  647.83 7.97 0.00313 300 0.035 242 550 
20  647.81 7.97 0.00313 300 0.035 242 550 
21  785.96 6.63 0.00298 300 0.035 254 550 
22  785.96 6.63 0.00298 300 0.035 254 550 
23  794.53 6.66 0.00284 300 0.035 254 550 
24  794.53 6.66 0.00284 300 0.035 254 550 
25  801.32 7.10 0.00277 300 0.035 254 550 
26  801.32 7.10 0.00277 300 0.035 254 550 
27  1055.10 3.33 0.52124 120 0.077 10 150 
28  1055.10 3.33 0.52124 120 0.077 10 150 
29  1055.10 3.33 0.52124 120 0.077 10 150 
30  148.89 5.35 0.01140 120 0.077 47 97 
31  222.92 6.43 0.00160 150 0.063 60 190 
32  222.92 6.43 0.00160 150 0.063 60 190 
33  222.92 6.43 0.00160 150 0.063 60 190 
34  107.87 8.95 0.00010 200 0.042 90 200 
35  116.58 8.62 0.00010 200 0.042 90 200 
36  116.58 8.62 0.00010 200 0.042 90 200 
37  307.45 5.88 0.01610 80 0.098 25 110 
38  307.45 5.88 0.01610 80 0.098 25 110 
39  307.45 5.88 0.01610 80 0.098 25 110 
40  647.83 7.97 0.00313 300 0.035 242 550 

 
The following parameter setting is used in SARGA: population 
size 150=M ; 9.0=cp ; 01.0=mp ; 5=cη  and 1=mη . The best results obtained 

for the solution vector 40,,...1, =ipi  with SARGA are given in Table 4 along with 
minimum cost of 121577.98 $ and compared with those of MPSO and DEC-SQP. For this 
case, the global optimal solution has not yet been discovered. The  best solution obtained by 
SARGA is 121577.98 $ while the best solution reported until now in [7] is 121663.52 $. 
Table 4 shows the comparison of the results of optimal allocation of the 40-generating units 
obtained using MPSO, DEC-SQP and SARGA. 
 
Table 5 shows the best time, minimum, mean and maximum cost achieved by various 
optimization algorithms. The MPSO and DEC-SQP present cost functions much higher 
than that presented by SARGA and the better performance of SARGA is due to the decisive 
influence of self adaptation phenomenon. Since MPSO method does not perform the 
selection and crossover operations in evolutionary processes, it saves some computation 
time, but at the cost of premature convergence. SARGA with a self adaptation and 
robustness, performs better than other methods. Owing to the randomness of the heuristic 
algorithms, their performance cannot be judged by the result of a single run; an algorithm is 
robust, if it gives consistent result during all the trials. The comparison of the results after 
100 independent trials with the 40-generator system is shown in Table 5. The maximum 
and mean values obtained by SARGA are very close to the minimum value, proving the 
robustness of SARGA. MPSO and DEC-SQP rapidly converges to local minima solution. 
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But SARGA converge to local minima, then slowly improve their solutions, and then 
approach near global optima with reasonable computation time. 

 
Table 4 Comparison of generation output of each generator and the corresponding 

cost for 40-generator system 
Power MPSO DEC-SQP SARGA 

1p  114.00 111.76 112.00 

2p  114.00 111.56 111.70 

3p  120.00 97.39 99.66 

4p  182.22 179.73 179.79 

5p  97.00 91.66 89.96 

6p  140.00 140.00 139.77 

7p  300.00 300.00 260.81 

8p  299.02 300.00 285.92 

9p  300.00 284.59 284.46 

10p  130.00 130.00 130.00 

11p  94.00 168.79 94.25 

12p  94.00 94.00 94.00 

13p  125.00 214.76 215.13 

14p  304.49 394.28 394.81 

15p  394.61 304.52 394.69 

16p  305.32 304.52 394.29 

17p  490.27 489.28 489.29 

18p  500.00 489.28 489.12 

19p  511.40 511.28 511.77 

20p  512.17 511.28 511.39 

21p  550.00 523.28 524.23 

22p  523.66 523.29 526.26 

23p  534.66 523.28 524.43 

24p  550.00 523.28 526.23 

25p  525.06 523.28 523.75 

26p  549.16 523.28 523.17 

27p  10.00 10.00 10.07 

28p  10.00 10.00 10.00 
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29p  10.00 10.00 10.00 

30p  97.00 90.33 91.77 

31p  190.00 190.00 190.00 

32p  190.00 190.00 190.00 

33p  190.00 190.00 189.49 

34p  200.00 200.00 172.50 

35p  200.00 200.00 199.69 

36p  200.00 200.00 167.28 

37p  110.00 110.00 109.12 

38p  110.00 110.00 109.14 

39p  110.00 110.00 110.00 

40p  512.96 511.28 510.03 
Demand MW 10500.00 10500.00 10500.00 
Total cost  $ 122252.27 121741.98 121577.98 

 
Table 5 Results of 40-generator system with valve-point effects after 100 trials 

Evolution 
Method 

Best Time 
Sec. 

Maximum 
Cost $ 

Mean 
Cost $ 

Minimum 
Cost $ 

MPSO 435.51 125738.62 123381.03 122252.27 
DEC-SQP 925.63 125397.96 123367.65 121741.98 
TSARGA 635.23 124623.09 123992.01 121577.98 

 
 

Figure 2 compares the minimum cost obtained by SARGA and other methods reported in 
the literature [2] and [7]; it is to be noted that in this case, the minimum cost 121577.98 $ as 
obtained by SARGA is comparatively lower than that obtained by other methods [2] and 
[7]. 
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Fig. 2 Comparison of minimum cost obtained by various optimization methods for 40-

generator system 
 

6. CONCLUSION 
In this paper, a new optimization technique namely SARGA has been developed and its 
performance is examined on the chosen test system of a power system ED problem with 
valve-point effects. The self adaptation principle in SARGA is achieved by means of 
tournament selection along with simulated binary crossover (SBX). The selection process 
has a power exploration capability by creating tournaments between two solutions. The 
better solution is chosen and placed in the mating pool leading to better convergence and 
reduced computational burden. The SARGA integrates penalty parameterless constraint 
handling strategy and simultaneously handles both equality and inequality constraints. The 
population diversity is introduced by making use of distribution index in SBX operator to 
create a better offspring.   
The significant superiority in performance of SARGA has been brought out in  40-
generator systems in terms of mean, maximum, minimum cost and execution time. For 
larger system size, MPSO and DEC-SQP suffer the premature convergence, whereas the 
superior performance of SARGA becomes more pronounced due to introduction of self 
adaptation phenomenon. In this  chosen example 40-generating units, SARGA escapes 
from local minima and approaches towards global optima. It is clear from the results that 
the proposed SARGA can avoid the shortcoming of premature convergence and can obtain 
higher quality solution with better computation efficiency and robustness for the chosen test 
system. The search for the best combination of exploration and exploitation is built in the 
SARGA. Further work employing SARGA to solve ED problems encompassing 
transmission losses, line flow constraints and prohibited zones is in progress.  
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